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Issue: China’s Jurisdiction on LegCo Procedure 
Name: Naomi Tang 

 
Introduction 

With the rise of localism and the increased influence of Mainland China over             

issues within Hong Kong, China’s jurisdiction on LegCo procedure has become a topic             

more relevant and worth discussing than ever. Since the British handover in 1997, Hong              

Kong has felt the economic, political and judicial effects of Beijing’s influence. 

 

Economically, an ever-increasing number of tourists flocking from Mainland         

China has caused prices of goods sold locally to increase drastically. Discontent            

concerning the political environment has lead to mass demonstrations, including the           

2003 demonstration against the bill of Article 23 and the Umbrella Movement in 2014              

against the 831 framework. Furthermore, there has been precedence to Mainland           

China’s interpretations of the Hong Kong Basic Law. Many believe this directly            

undermines judicial independence and harms the separation of powers. As such, this            

brings into question whether China’s influence could threaten the ability for Hong Kong             

to uphold her capitalist system and preserve her core values. 

 

Although the conference’s motion is about China’s jurisdiction on LegCo          

procedure, delegates are encouraged to debate this within the context of recent events,             

especially the LegCo candidate swearing-in. The two cruxes of the oath-taking           

controversy were the Chief Executive’s legal challenge to the legislative branch and the             

interpretation of Basic Law Article 104 by the Standing Committee of the National             

People's Congress (NPCSC). By discussing how significant a role China played in            

invalidating the oaths of the two Youngspiration candidates, Sixtus Leung and Yau            

Wai-ching, delegates can thus become more aware of the legal implications of Mainland             

China’s actions, as well as the true extent of Hong Kong’s judicial independence.  
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Legal backlash from China’s actions in the oath-taking controversy could be           

examined in terms of Mainland’s right to intervene in the Hong Kong judicial system.              

Four main issues arose from the interpretation of Article 104: first, the NPCSC             

disregarded Article 158 and submitted the interpretation without receiving any requests           

to do so from the Court of Final Appeal; second, the controversy itself falls under the                

jurisdiction of the local judicial system, thus the NPCSC should have had no reason to               

intervene (Article 158); third, by giving an interpretation of Article 104, the NPCSC             

effectively had power to rewrite or narrow down the meaning of the legislation; fourth,              

the interpretation could have retroactive effects on previous oaths taken. By examining            

the interests of the stakeholders involved, this could also shed light on how much of the                

original intention of Article 104 has been retained by the NPCSC in the interpreted              

version. 

 
Furthermore, in response to this political incident more measured and          

party-specific policies must be implemented. For some, the priority may be to stop             

controversy and ensure that Beijing’s legitimacy is set in stone. For others, it may be to                

enforce the “One Country, Two Systems” principle and pass laws to ensure the             

separation of powers. 

 
Key Terms 
Localism Localism is a political movement aiming to “prioritise the needs          

of Hong Kongers”. Advocates of this believe in transferring         
power to smaller, more localised parties as well as inhibiting          
Beijing’s influence over the city’s affairs. Radical Localist        
ideology is closely tied with the Hong Kong Independence         
movement, which campaigns for Hong Kong to have a higher          
degree of autonomy. 
 

Basic Law Article 2 This article decrees that Hong Kong SAR has been authorised          
by the National People’s Congress to “exercise a high degree of           
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autonomy and enjoy executive, legislative and independent       
judicial power”. By analysing the extent of power given to the           
SAR through the Basic Law, this could be crucial to          
understanding whether the judicial system had been       
undermined as a result of Mainland’s interpretation of Article         
104. 
 

Basic Law Article 
72 

Article 72 determines the extent of the President of the          
Legislative Council's powers. The role of the President is to          
preside over meetings, decide on the agenda as well as          
“exercise other powers and functions as prescribed in the rules          
of procedure of the Legislative Council”. This article was used to           
defend the decision made by the President of the LegCo to           
allow the Youngspiration  candidates to retake their oaths. 
 

Basic Law Article 
104 

Article 104 states that when assuming office, public officers -          
including members of the LegCo - “must, in accordance with          
law, swear to uphold the Basic Law … and swear allegiance to            
the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region of the People's         
Republic of China.” It addresses the legal requirement for         
officials to recognise Hong Kong as part of China, and is a key             
factor in determining the legality of the Youngspiration        
candidate’s disqualification.  
 

NPCSC’s 
Interpretation of 
Basic Law Article 
104 

The NPCSC’s interpretation of Article 104, issued on Oct. 7,          
gave a clearer definition to the phrase “in accordance with law,           
swear to uphold the Basic Law”. The interpretation states that if           
a person does not take the oath “sincerely or solemnly” as well            
as “accurately and completely”, he or she fails to take the oath            
properly and is subject to disqualification. Furthermore, if the         
oath is invalidated by the administrator of the oath, no retaking           
is permitted. 
 

Basic Law Article 
158 

Article 158 grants power to the NPCSC to issue an          
interpretation of the Basic Law, but only under three criteria:          
one, when “concerning affairs which are the responsibility of the          
Central People's Government, or concerning the relationship       
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between the Central Authorities and the Region”; two, at the          
request of the Court of Final Appeal; three, “courts of the           
Region … shall follow the interpretation of the Standing         
Committee. However, judgments previously rendered shall not       
be affected”, meaning an interpretation should not retroactively        
interfere with the court’s judgements in the past. 
 

Sino-British Joint 
Declaration 

The Sino-British Joint Declaration, signed in 1984 by both         
Britain and China, came into full effect on July 1 1997. The            
declaration stipulated that while the PRC Government retained        
the right to exercise sovereignty over Hong Kong SAR, the          
city’s capitalist system would remain unaltered until 2047, 50         
years after the agreement. Both countries agreed that the         
socialist system practiced in Mainland China would not be         
executed within the region, and that the “One Country, Two          
Systems” principle would be upheld. 
 

Oath-taking / 
Swearing In 

Incoming members of the LegCo pledge to fulfil their duty and           
swear allegiance to the Hong Kong Government through this         
declaration. The Hong Kong Government emphasised in the        
statement issued on Oct. 11 2016 - one day before the           
swearing-in of the members-elect of the LegCo - that this is a            
“requisite for compliance with the law”. 

 
 
Background Information 
 
1. Hong Kong-China relations 

Although 50 years have not yet passed since the Sino-British Joint Agreement            

came into full effect, recent events have made citizens question whether Hong Kong             

can truly “exercise a high degree of autonomy”, as stipulated in Article 2 of the Basic                

Law, or can only follow Mainland’s decisions on matters. While the “One country, Two              

systems” policy is still - in legal terms - being upheld, many are angered over the extent                 

of China’s political influence in Hong Kong, namely vouching for candidates to run for              

Chief Executive as well as pre-selecting and banning potential LegCo candidates. Thus,            
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some have voiced their suspicions that the true loyalties of the SAR lie with the PRC                

rather than her own citizens. Furthermore, a clampdown on criticism of the government             

through media restrictions and increased threats to citizens’ civil rights has made Hong             

Kongers more aware of the urgency to preserve the city’s autonomy and core values. 

 

2. Rise of “Hong Kong Independence” 

Initially a radical proposition made out of anger and resentment, the Hong Kong             

Independence ideology has now come to fruition as what some see as a reasonable              

and rational demand.  This movement originated from the Umbrella Movement, amid           

the cries of discontent from citizens asking for “true” universal suffrage. Advocates            

continuing this political stance have become more frequent as Hong Kong-China           

relations have descended into a territorial dispute over which actor - the government of              

Mainland China or Hong Kong - should have ultimate power and control over the SAR.               

The kidnappings of the 5 Causeway Bay booksellers only served to increase            

condemnation of China's interference with the freedom and civil rights of Hong Kong             

people, and worsened conflict surrounding China’s apparent disregard of the Hong           

Kong Basic Law. 

 

3. Ban on 6 LegCo candidates by the EAC 

Last year, the Electoral Affairs Commission (EAC) disqualified 6 potential localist           

candidates from running for LegCo members, showing precedence of Beijing’s political           

involvement in local matters. This not only furthered tension between the pro-Beijing            

and pro-Democracy camps, but also raised the question of authority. Citizens saw this             

as Beijing meddling with Hong Kong matters, and that it was illegitimate both legally and               

politically. While the Democratic Alliance for the Betterment and Progress of Hong Kong             

(DAB) supported the SAR and Chinese Central governments by claiming that the            

localists did not promote unity within Hong Kong and therefore did not have the right to                

run for public office, the pan-Democrats stated that this was a direct violation of citizen's               
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right to stand for election under Article 26 of the Basic Law. 

 

4. Oath-taking: China’s ruling and interpretation of Article 104 

On Oct. 12 2016, two Youngspiration candidates - Sixtus Leung and Yau            

Wai-ching - declared “Hong Kong is not China” and used derogatory words to insult              

China. Their oaths were consequently invalidated by the Secretary General of the            

Legco, Kenneth Chen, but the two were later allowed by LegCo President Andrew             

Leung to retake their oaths on Oct. 19. On the night of Oct. 18, the executive branch                 

submitted a legal challenge requesting for the two members-elect to be disqualified on             

the basis that they did not uphold Article 104. As such, confusion and lack of a clear                 

definition for Article 104 gave reason for the NPCSC to disregard protocol and gave an               

interpretation of Article 104 on Nov. 7, which stated that incoming legislators had to              

“sincerely and solemnly” take the oath, otherwise they would be “treated as declining to              

take the oath”, resulting in instant disqualification.  

The two most controversial points were, first, that the executive branch of the             

Hong Kong Government was seen under Article 72 - which gives the President of the               

LegCo authority to make decisions within the council - to have overstepped its duties to               

interfere with the legislative branch and, second, that Beijing’s interpretation of Article            

104 was illegitimate and effectively undermined the judicial system.  

 

4.1 Executive Branch’s interference with LegCo ruling 

The executive branch of the SAR Government submitted a legal challenge to            

outright disqualify the two members-elect by declaring that they had contravened the            

Basic Law. This action signified a willingness for the executive branch to delegitimize             

the Legislative Council’s ruling for the members-elect to retake their oaths - an             

unconstitutional action seen by the pan-Democrats to undercut the power of the            

legislative branch.  
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4.2 Legitimacy and effects of NPCSC interpretation 

According to Article 158, the NPCSC only has power to intervene with judicial             

matters in Hong Kong “at the request of the Court of Final Appeal”. However, the               

interpretation was initiated by the NPC’s leadership, rather than the Court of Final             

Appeal. As such, some saw that Mainland’s intervention was uncalled for and, more             

importantly, not supported by the Basic Law as the controversy fell under the jurisdiction              

of the Hong Kong judicial system. 

Moreover, many recognised that giving the NPCSC power to interpret Article 104            

meant not only overriding the judicial system, but allowing the it to rewrite or narrow               

laws to become suitable to the political agenda of Beijing. The interpretation on 7 Nov.               

created uproar due to the fact that it effectively confirmed that China had more influence               

over Hong Kong than the Basic Law, leading citizens to ask whether the Basic Law had                

been delegitimised. Because of the interpretation, the NPCSC allowed the SAR           

Government to file lawsuits against those seen as “inauthentic” - giving room for             

subjectivity, bias and unjust action towards parties which opposed the views of the             

government.  

Additionally, an effect of the NPCSC’s interpretation was that the laws could be             

applied retroactively to prior actions committed after Jul. 1, 1997. The consequence of             

this was that every oath which has taken place since the handover could be subjected               

to legal challenge and scrutiny by the court retroactively. 

Furthermore, another consequence of the statutory interpretation was that         

Mainland’s political intention was made clear to the court, thus it undermined the             

integrity of the judicial system within Hong Kong. Although the high court disqualified the              

two members-elect - Sixtus Leung and Yau Wai-ching - by justifying that the decision              

was come to irrespective of the NPCSC’s interpretation, the NPCSC was seen as a              

suspected influence in determining the ultimate ruling.  

 

Timeline of Events 
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1st Jul 1997 British handover of HKSAR. This marks the official transition of          
sovereignty over Hong Kong from Britain to China. 
 

28th Sep 
2014 - 15th 
Dec 2014 

Umbrella Movement: an act of civil disobedience against the Beijing          
Government calling for true universal suffrage and a high degree of           
autonomy in Hong Kong. 
 

30th Jul 
2016 - 2nd 
Aug 2016 

Electoral Affairs Commission (EAC) states “intolerable” political       
stance as the reason to bar six candidates from running in the LegCo             
polls. 
 

11th Oct 
2016 

The government of the HKSAR issues a statement on oath-taking          
reminding all legislators-elect to swear in accordance with the         
requirements of Article 104. 
 

12th Oct 
2016 

Oath-taking by members-elect. Two Youngspiration legislators are       
accused of using the oath-taking as a “performance platform”. The          
oaths taken are invalidated. 
 

18th Oct 
2016 

Execute branch condemns and takes legal action to disqualify         
Youngspiration members Yau Wai-ching and Sixtus Leung, accusing        
them of breaching the Basic Law.  
 

25th Oct 
2016 

The incumbent President of the LegCo, Andrew Leung, puts forward          
deferral of Youngspiration  members’ oath retaking. 
 

7th Nov 
2016 

The NPCSC unanimously passes "The National People's Congress        
Standing Committee's interpretation of the Basic Law Article 104 of          
the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region". 
 

15th Nov 
2016 

High Court ruling to disqualify the Youngspiration  members. 
 

30th Nov 
2016 

Court of Appeal rules to reject appeals, quoting Beijing’s         
interpretation that declining the oath should result in automatic         
disqualification. 
 

2nd Dec The SAR government launches legal actions to disqualify four other          
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2016 members of the LegCo for their invalid oaths. 

 
 
Key Parties Involved 
Pro-Democracy / 
Pan-Democracy 
Camp  

The pro-Democracy camp, or pan-Democracy Camp, is the        
second largest political alignment within Hong Kong. They        
maintain that universal suffrage, known as “true democracy”,        
must be in place for the “One country, Two systems” policy to            
function, this camp has contradicted the pro-Establishment       
camp as well as the Chinese Central Government in the past,           
believing both parties do not adequately respond to the needs          
of the people. The pro-Democracy camp is also said to have           
fostered the rise of localism - a radical offshoot which emerged           
following the Umbrella Movement. 
 

Pro-Beijing camp / 
Pro-Establishment 
Camp 

The pro-Beijing camp, or pro-Establishment camp, is a        
conservative political faction which shares a similar stance with         
the Chinese and SAR governments. Since the 1997 handover,         
the pro-Establishment camp has been represented in the        
LegCo predominantly by the Democratic Alliance for the        
Betterment and Progress of Hong Kong (DAB) - the largest          
party within the LegCo - and has had the support from the            
functional constituencies. Other smaller pro-Establishment     
parties include the Business and Professionals Alliance (BPA)        
and The Hong Kong Federation of Trade Unions (HKFTU). 
 

NPCSC The Standing Committee of the National People's Congress is a          
committee directly reporting to the National Peoples Congress        
(NPC) of China. It has the power to issue interpretations of the            
Basic Law, but only when certain criteria are met. The NPCSC           
was involved in the oath-taking controversy due to the fact that           
its interpretation was seen by some citizens as an unjustifiable          
infringement of the Hong Kong Basic Law. 
 

Localist Camp The Localist camp is a political alignment in Hong Kong which           
garnered attention after openly opposing LegCo candidate       
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screening by the SAR government and the “undemocratic”        
pre-election selections. This camp includes politicians who hold        
radical or “separatist” beliefs, such as supporting the return of          
British rule or demanding the independence of Hong Kong.         
Localists with a less hardline political stance have spoken up to           
ask for greater autonomy as well as universal suffrage for the           
selection of the Chief Executive and LegCo members. 
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